Two things happened to Sally Cumiskey shortly after she became a Legal Secretary Graduate – she was hired by the District Court and she knew she made the right career move by attending Minnesota State College – Southeast Technical.

Sally is the Winona County Court Administrator for the State District Court. The position is both impressive and challenging. Sally is involved with modifications to procedures on the statutory changes often required when the State Legislative meets. She is constantly in contact with people from all walks of life, including her communication with jurors. She is heavily involved in developing policies and procedures, preparing official reports and in coaching the staff. But to Sally, the highest attraction of the job is that it offers tremendous variety and new challenges.

The technical skills Sally received at Southeast Tech were the ones that opened the door to the career she envisioned. Her instructors instilled in Sally the ethics to work hard and the ability to pay attention to the details, no matter how small.

Seeing yourself at the job you have always wanted requires two things - first, you need to picture the possibilities, and second, you need to find a place to give you the training to make the picture complete. That place is Southeast Tech.